
 

Free Crochet Pattern: Nexus Neck Warmer

 



 

Download PDF here

The front and back pieces are made separately and then stitched together. The neck warmer is made
in Infinity Hearts Snowdrop, which is 100% wool.

Size

This pattern is made for chunky weight yarn, and it comes in one size to fit any adult, but width and
length can easily be adjusted if you wish.

Final measurements:

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/[pdfLink]
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/2168-infinity-hearts-snowdrop


 

Neck circumference: 45cm

Length: 28cm / 32cm

Width at the shoulders: 34cm

Materials

Hook:  8mm

Yarn

4 skeins of Infinity Hearts Snowdrop 

Crochet tension

10 htr blo = 10cm

6.5 rows htr bl = 10cm

Abbreviations

ch – chain

htr = half treble

bl = back loop

sl st = slip stitch

Instructions

Back piece

Crochet ch 21.

1. Skip first ch and htr in each st. Turn. (20)

2. Ch 1 (does not count as a stitch from here on out), htr bl in each st Turn. (20)

3-5. Repeat row 2 for a total of 5 rows.

When you reach the end of the last row, don’t turn. Ch 16 and then turn.
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6. Skip first st and htr in each of the 15 ch from previous row. Continue doing htr bl across. Turn. (35)

7. Ch1, htr bl in each st across. Turn.

8-18. Repeat row 7 for a total of 13 rows. (35)

19. Ch1, htr bl in next 20 st. First short row made. Turn. (20) 20-23. Repeat row 19 for a total of 5
short rows. Cut yarn. (20)

Repeat for front piece.

If you want a shorter front piece, start with a starting chain of 16 stitches, and crochet rows 20-24 with
15 stitches instead of 20.

Lay your two pieces on top of each other, making sure that the pieces match each other. There is no
right or wrong side, but each of the sides is different in terms of rib placement.

Start at the top of the collar and crochet slip stitches or sew the pieces together down the collar and
across the shoulder. Cut yarn. Repeat on the other side.

Fasten off loose ends

Designed by: crochetbystine (Stine Hopsdal)
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